Visuvamadu community /study centre
HCPPA NSW is also committed to deliver community based projects to help needy
community mainly in relation to education. We have recently agreed to support an
after school coaching centre at Visuvamadu area where students are struggling with
basic facilities at home to continue their study.
With the help of RamaKrishna mission we agreed to fund the followings to establish
the coaching centre:





To build a semi-permanent multipurpose community hall. This will be used as
a community hall for their need during the day time and after school coaching
centre during after school hours. The cost to build this centre is about
Rs.153,030 and this include a record room as well.
To hire two teachers for coaching at a total cost of Rs.96,000 per year
To buy books at a cost of Rs.24,000

The total cost of this project is about $2,200. This project will help for the students
and local community those have been going through various difficult periods.
HCPPA is committed to support this vulnerable project to our people in Vanni and we
are committed to pay the cost for the tuition teachers for the second year (next year)
as well. A decision will be made later this year or early next year about continuous
support of the tuition teachers in the future (third year and so on). This decision will
be made based on the progress (and feedbacks) about study/community centre.

Hall similar to this

Keep visiting the web site for more progress information on this in the future

Pilot project with Hartley College
Pilot project is basically focusing of our Hartley College A/L and O/L students. The
A/L students who performed well will be conducting useful interacting (coaching)
sessions for students who are starting their A/L after the O/L exam. This request
came from Principal Hartley College. It offers very good benefits both ways and
some of the expected benefits are highlighted here:








Give few A/L students some opportunity to develop their skill further through
teaching/coaching
Give few A/L students some recognition for their achievement.
Give few A/L students some financial benefits for their higher studies
On the other side; the program will give opportunity for O/L students to learn
the real experience from A/L students and some clues
This will also motivate the O/L students
This will also provide opportunity for O/L students to continue to have links
with these skilled A/L students for future support and helps until the A/L exam
is over.

This is 3 months program and HCPPA NSW will pay Rs.7,000 per A/L student for
their time, The Principal has selected four high achievers for this project and HCPPA
NSW will pay a total of Rs.28,000 towards this for this year. HCPPA NSW is
indicated to the Principal that we shall continue to support this in the future as well
depends on the feedbacks. The acknowledgement and the appreciation were given
by Hartley College Principal and listed below.
Message from the Principal
Dear Krishnakumar,

Thank you very much for your immediate responses in every activities of the college. I am
very much glad to have a favourable positive reply in this regard. The NSW branch is always
with us in utilizing the needs of the college and once again I appreciate you for your
attachment towards the alma-mater. The payments will have to be made by 15th of March.

With warm regards,
Mr.N.Theivendrarajah.

